30%

productivity growth has been recognized
at companies who installed JobCTRL®

®

JobCTRL is an innovative concept to improve individual and enterprise
level productivity by measuring and analyzing processes, organizing
projects and human resources to build a better aligned workforce with
more eﬃcient operation.

“Best available tool to support decision-making, create
corporate transparency and gain real-time cross-functional
view of business operations.”

“JobCTRL® ensures the maximum utilization of organizational
resources: it strengthens leadership eﬀectiveness and
consequently, increases the proﬁt.”

“Fair climate is the employer's and the employee's common
interest. JobCTRL® provides an objective evaluation system
free from any discrimination.”

“JobCTRL® helps developing ﬂexible work places and creating
the conditions of productive mobile work.”
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Document, Analyze, Improve
"You can't manage what you can't
measure": all work related activity is
collected and processed

Innovative aspects to analyze
productivity and a new horizon of
predictive modeling

See by a glance how to improve
eﬃciency
Uncover eﬃciency leaks and make
employees stay focused on their
tasks

ASSESSMENT

FACT

?

ESTIMATE

FACT

?

SAMPLING

FACT

?

WITH JOBCTRL

FACT

100%

ANALYZE

DOCUMENT

Optimize work execution and
increase occupancy by 10% or
more

IMPROVE

Real time status and cost tracking
enables the soonest possible
intervention in ongoing projects
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®

JobCTRL already proved
JobCTRL® innovatively address real eﬃciency problems and successfully satisfy existing market demands.
The complexity enables the deployment from public to private sector, from manufacturing to services - where measuring success
matters.
®

There was no company who did not introduce JobCTRL after the pilot. And neither of the above companies realized less than 15%
improvement in the ﬁrst 3 months.
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Documentation: more
value from work data

New aspects to analyze
productivity

JobCTRL® documents every important aspect of work: done in
real time, without manual user interaction. Every work data is
automatically captured and mapped with the proper projects,
tasks, and customers.

Reporting and Monitoring was designed with understanding
the analytical needs of decision makers, and to reach
business objectives in less time. It provides innovative
insights, customizable for all operations, with easy drill-down
to measured and undelayed productivity information.

Automated work administration empowers employees for a
more focused and conscious performance and ensure
impartial eﬃciency reports based on veriﬁed, exact data.

JobCTRL® opens new aspects of success evaluation by
accurate and objective performance markers and let you
identify previously indiscernible trends.
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Innovation translated into Eﬃciency
JobCTRL® transforms productivity data into the exact information a decision maker needs to control and improve proﬁtability by
managing process project, and people.
The management can quickly create precise forecasts on the ﬁnancial performances of projects and customers. The customizable
®
performance indicators of JobCTRL unveil revenue opportunities or critical eﬃciency trends sooner than any other application,
enabling the management to make positive corrections with conﬁdence.

Targeted resource utilization
Accurate forecasting and scheduling of resources throughout the organization is the origo of optimized workforce utilization.
®

The resource management features of JobCTRL let the executives
review at a glance all ongoing project statuses broken down by task completion ratio
match available workforce, unassigned tasks and project schedules on a timeline
corporate level comparison of projects by proﬁtability forecasted from undelayed progress data with customizable labor and
billing costs.
®

JobCTRL uniquely combine project management, budget monitoring and operational eﬃciency features to achieve continuous
performance improvement across every aspect of enterprise operations.
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Full control over budget and ﬁnance
JobCTRL® eﬃciently ensure increased control over accomplishing ﬁnancial goals. The dashboard with project and customer actuals,
internal costs and billables provide unbiased assessment of clients, contractors or individual users.
Online project monitoring is equipped to track and organize tasks against current status priorities, expenses and proﬁtability in order to
react on identiﬁed risks in a timely manner
generate higher revenue and competitive advantage

Automated measuring and document
®

JobCTRL enforces eﬃciency in production, processes, and workforce performance and equipped with customizable rules
to automate project administration, task allocation,
to detect and separate non-work activity,
to ensure priority and deadline oriented work,
to measure transactions and tasks completion
while time consuming manual administration is completely eliminated .
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For oﬃce, home and ﬁeld work
All work activities - from home, oﬃce or any external location - are logged and processed with maximum accuracy, and with no need of
manual administration. Business phone calls, trips and locations, along any application data is automatically synchronized with server
stored tasks, projects and customer databases.
®

JobCTRL can be installed company wise (Win, Mac, Android), deployed from secure cloud service or have it integrated on-site.
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®

With JobCTRL you can
track and compare all corporate projects by up-to-date information
gain better insight from measured and trusted work data
convert it to better decisions in less time
overview all projects with available resources and completion statuses
fast and accurate workload distribution even in unpredictable
circumstances
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Documenting work – anywhere
With the JobCTRL® mobile and desktop applications users can log their work basically anywhere. The tasks, projects and customers are
also synchronized on the smartphone while activity documentation is supported with automated rules:
assigning conversations to customers
automated business trip reports
location based project switching and task creation
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Tracking progress with undelayed information
Activity data provided by the JobCTRL® applications are structured to satisfy the analytical requirements of business executives. The real
time activity charts and diagrams provide a snapshot about actual utilization of human resource while detailed user and project reports
reveal the eﬃciency trends throughout the organization.
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Targeted resource allocation
In JobCTRL® the precisely measured transactions provide the basis of the eﬃciently managed projects. Accurate project updates in the
interactive time-sheet of the Resource Manager:
allow ﬂexible workload adjustment
ensure reasonable resource utilization
sustainable high level productivity
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Dynamic control over budget and ﬁnance
JobCTRL® is equipped to review or analyze project statuses in terms of schedule and cost. With undelayed task progress information the
Online Project Monitoring enables the management with:
unbiased comparison of actual project performances at any phase
proﬁtability forecasts in diﬀerent organizational setups
eﬀective assessment through estimated, expected and actual cost performances
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Innovative automations
In JobCTRL® all working time is automatically documented and mapped with the appropriate task, project and customer - without
manual activity logging. Diﬀerent levels of rule based workﬂows can be deﬁned to automate:
assigning tasks and meetings to users according to the active applications
task and project creation with precise measuring points
separation of non-work activities from
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Usability in practice
Visible resource utilization with Online Project Monitoring.
Telenor extended JobCTRL® to the nationwide customer service points to make resolving customer issues transparent throughout the
technical, billing, online sales and non-voice back–oﬃce groups. Customer service operational eﬃciency was improved by 14% after the
task allocations and available resources had been shared. Deutsche Telekom improved its back-oﬃce productivity with automated task
®
assignment. JobCTRL self-learning rules proved in practice how eﬃciently it can separate the simple cases from the time consuming
ones by measuring the processes.
Field force optimization
Simple still accurate administration is vital for UNIQA - a leading insurance company in Europe - to organize the ﬁeld work for hundreds
®
of licensed agents and salespeople. Most eﬃciently they could do it with the JobCTRL mobile application, which assign ﬁeldwork times,
locations, work calls, and business trips to the relevant customers and projects. It also enables ﬁeld agents to upload documents , which
can be monitored and reported in the oﬃces without delay.
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Invitation to test drive - with an inspiring insight
JobCTRL® encourages agile managers and innovative leaders to discover measurable positive impacts and veriﬁable beneﬁts at their
company. With free access to all features, set your trusted performance indicators and achieve your productivity goals before
committing to subscription! Our consultants will guide you in person and with best practises to develop the customizations delivering
the targeted outcomes.
Measure tasks, which were only guessed before, test new workﬂows and processes, monitor standard work activities with new
productivity metrics to
discover hidden productivity trends
enhance employee motivation
verify notions through measured and valid KPIs
learn how more than 1000 enterprises develop their market position every day
We are certain that a double digit productivity increase will close the pilot. After the pilot period, all of your customizations, data, and
actions remain intact and your dedicated expert will assist in extending live JobCTRL® to further workﬂows, projects and work groups.
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Simple and ﬂexible pricing
The service fee of JobCTRL® can be simply by user per day calculated. The daily less than USD 1 service fee is insigniﬁcant compared to
the cost of employment for a company. A quick return with considerable proﬁt can be realized by the increased productivity achieved
with the JobCTRL®.
Suppose the monthly employment cost of a user is $1, the guaranteed 10% productivity growth generates at least $200 proﬁt while the
service fee - calculated with 20 work days a month - is less than $20. It is as little as a tenth of the minimum proﬁt that a company can
achieve by the JobCTRL®.
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Get free pilot for a

min. 10%
eﬃciency improvement!
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JobCTRL Inc.
In 2010 JobCTRL Inc. was founded with the aim to make our elaborated methodology – already successfully deployed to good eﬀect by
many enterprises – available worldwide. A genuine innovation and a professional team of more than a hundred researchers and
developers committed to excellence constitute the engine of the international success story. They made JobCTRL® a world-class player
of the IT arena and several prestigious professional and Innovation Award winner.
®

JobCTRL is also part of a broad portfolio of various award-winning solutions:
Contact Center / Service Center solutions (WEB based IVR editor, ACD, Integrated voice recording, Personal contact center voice
recording (VoxCTRL), Statistics and reporting, Monitoring, WebCall Call Me Now, Call Blending, Callback, Voicemail,
Multichannel, WebRTC)
Value added services (Virtual PBX, Enterprise Teleconference, Wallboard module, Text to speech module, Speech to text module,
Online Director, CallMix)
Sales support automation (Telemarketing/Telesales, Mobil Agent support, Debt collection)
Contact management (Workﬂow Management, Operational CRM, VIP administration)
Quality Assurance (Work Force Management, Quality Administration)
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